GPA Calculator
[Video begins]
[Scene displays EKU DegreeWorks webpage]
[Speaker Voiceover] There are three different GPA calculators in DegreeWorks:
graduation, advice, and term calculator. The graduation calculator helps students set long-term
general goals by showing what GPA is needed over the remaining semesters to achieve a specific
final GPA. This can be helpful in maintaining scholarship minimums or planning for entrance
requirements to graduate school. The term calculator is the most specific calculator. It will show
what your GPA will be at the end of the term based on expected grades. This calculator can be
used to set goals, avoid probation, or meet honors standards. The advice calculator shows how
you can raise or lower your GPA based on the number of courses remaining in your program.
In DegreeWorks, click on the “GPA calculator” tab. From the navigation menu on the
left, select “Graduation Calculator”. Enter the number of hours remaining in your program along
with the number of hours required. Then enter the GPA you would like to have at graduation.
Note for information about hours remaining and graduation, go to the “Degree Information”
section on the “Worksheet” tab. Click the “Calculate” button to see what GPA you will need to
average over your remaining semesters to obtain your final GPA at graduation. Use the
“Recalculate” button to go back and enter different numbers.
To access the term calculator, use the navigation on the left side of the screen. This
calculator allows you to enter specific classes taken during a term and the grade you think you
will earn in that class. Enter your classes for a specific term and the grade you think you will
earn. Be sure to enter the correct number of hours for the course, as that is part of the GPA
formula. Click “Calculate” to see how the grades earned will affect your GPA. Use the
“Recalculate”—which may be hidden—to see how different grades will effect your grade point
average.
The last calculator is the advice calculator. The advice calculator will show you how
many hours must be earned at a certain GPA to achieve your desired GPA. Keep in mind that it
may not be possible to reach your desired GPA with the number of hours you have remaining.
Enter your desired GPA and click “Calculate”. You will see how many hours you must have at a
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certain grade point to receive your desired GPA. Use the “Recalculate” button to enter a different
number.
We hope you find the GPA calculators helpful. If you have questions about
DegreeWorks, click on the “Frequently Asked Questions” tab at the top of the page.
[Video ends]
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